®

Multiplexing Strategies

Abstract
Fully phased allele-level sequencing of highly polymorphic HLA genes is greatly facilitated by SMRT ® sequencing technology. In the present work, we have evaluated multiple DNA barcoding strategies for multiplexing several loci from multiple individuals,
using three different tagging methods. Specifically MHC class I genes HLA-A, -B, and
–C were indexed via DNA Barcodes by either tailed primers or barcoded SMRTbell™
adapters. Eight different 16-bp barcode sequences were used in symmetric & asymmetric pairing. Eight DNA barcoded adapters in symmetric pairing were independently
ligated to a pool of HLA-A, -B and –C for eight different individuals, one at a time and
pooled for sequencing on a single SMRTcell. Amplicons generated from barcoded primers were pooled upfront for library generation. Eight symmetric barcoded primers
were generated for HLA class I genes. These primers facilitated multiplexing of 8 samples and also allowed generation of unique asymmetric pairings for simultaneous amplification from 28 reference genomic DNA samples. The data generated from all 3 methods was analyzed using LAA protocol in SMRT analysis V2.3. Consensus sequences
generated were typed using GenDx NGS engine HLA-typing software.

Long Amplicon Analysis
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Method 1:
Barcoded SMRTbell Adapters

Barcoded, sub-reads are grouped by barcode pair and processed independently within each
group. Sub-reads are filtered based on user-definable criteria for read quality and length. Subreads that pass all filters are aligned to each other and clustered based on the results. Each cluster is iteratively “phased” by identifying and separating sub-reads based on high-scoring mutations in a De novo pipeline. Each resulting sub-cluster is polished with Quiver to generate a
high-quality consensus [2]. The consensus sequences are filtered to remove PCR artifacts.
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Figure 1. Allele Sequence Coverage Comparison:
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Figure 7. Amplification performance for barcoded Amplification primers for HLA-A, -B, and –C.

HLA-A, -B, and –C locus-specification amplification was performed with unlabeled (Method I) and
barcode-labelled amplification primers (Method II, symmetric vs asymmetric). Amplification performance was scored for robustness (%) and balanced allele fraction as determined by Sanger SBT.

Figure 2. HLA B Diversity due to Exon Combinations

Numbers above Exons denote unique CDS exons, while numbers between Exons denote the
number of unique combinations with neighboring exons
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Recombination events also add to diversity in HLA genes (2). Exon only sequencing is
therefore insufficient for resolving, variation in new alleles, sometimes caused by mutations occurring outside exon 2& 3 as well as the CDS region. Fully phased, allele-level
genotyping with phasing across exons and introns for accurate SNP determination, in a
single read span is highly advantageous.
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Figure 5. Multiplexing Strategies
and Workflows

Figure 3. SMRT Sequencing
Read-Length Distribution

Distribution of read lengths from a typical
SMRT Sequencing run on a PacBio® RS II
using the P5/C3 chemistry.
With Median read lengths >8 kb and maximum up to 30kb. Full length HLA genes are
sequenced and correctly phased without cloning or manual curation.

Figure 4. SMRT Sequencing
Consensus Concordance

Concordance of consensus sequences by
average genome coverage from SMRT Sequencing using the P5/C3 chemistry.
When sequencing errors are truly random,
consensus accuracy depends only on having
sufficient coverage.

.

A Symmetric SMRTbell™ barcodes: These barcodes are attached to the
adapters and is the least
preferred barcode method
as libraries are to be prepared separately before
pooling
B Symmetric Primer
barcodes: Primers are tagged with symmetric barcodes on both forward and
reverse orientation
C Asymmetric Primer
Barcodes: Primers are tagged with asymmetric barcodes
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Figure 8. HLA typing score for multiple library preparation strategies
using NGSengine software.

Three different libraries were run on the Pac Bio RSII system and typed using GenDx NGSengine typing software. High resolution (3rd and 4th field) typings were obtained that are concordant
with the pre-typings: HLA-A score was 100% for all methods. HLA-B score was 100%, except for
the asymmetric set (96%) due to n=1 missed B*08 allele. HLA-C score was 100% (unlabeled), 88%
(barcode-labeled, symm), and 93% (barcode-labeled, asymm) due to n=1 missed C*03:04 allele.
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Conclusions
• The long read lengths and high consensus accuracy of SMRT Sequencing make it well suited for analyzing HLA loci
• In this pilot study we demonstrated that the Pac Bio RS II sequencing platform is capable of typing HLA class I alleles in a highly accurate way.
• Robust amplification performance for symmetric and asymmetric
barcode-labelled amplification primers was shown
• High resolution typing results at the 3rd to 4th field resolution level
were obtained concordant with pre-typing results. Only rare typing
inconsistencies in case of unbalanced heterozygous amplification.
• Phased consensus sequences for complex HLA class I multiplex sequences over the entire length of an amplicon were obtained using
NGSengine (GenDx)

Figure 9. Example of HLA-A, -B, and –C typing result as generated
with NGSengine.

The location of the 5’UTR and 3’UTR (blue), exons (yellow) and introns (connecting black lines)
are shown. The vertical colored bars indicate the heterozygous positions. Full phasing across the
entire gene was obtained (bold horizontal red line). High resolution typing without exon mismatches are demonstrated.
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